PROFILMATIC
VINE TRIMMER
Tකඑඕඛ 2 Cඕඔඍගඍ Rඟඛ Iඖ Oඖඍ Pඉඛඛ
P3200X Series

COLLARD designed the first vine trimmers and continues to be the World leader in vine trimmers. The heart
of the COLLARD Trimmers is the unique lightweight aluminum alloy extrusion that provides a rugged, rustproof
framework for the cutting blades. This blade framework is so strong that it has a lifetime guarantee. The unique
saber shaped, non-clogging stainless steel blades never need sharpening. Our trimmers eliminate excess vine growth,
open canopies for better air circulation and greatly improve spray and dust penetration.
This "NEW" Vine Trimmer trims two complete rows in one pass. Thus, it cuts trimming time in half versus the
standard two half row trimmers. This vine trimmer has a number of unique features: mounts to tractor with Cat. 2
front mount 3-point hitch, making the trimmer stronger, easy mounting and disconnect; built in oil cooler system
to prevent tractor oil overheating; parallelogram linkage to hydraulic adjust row widths; linkage system for greater
visibility and will trim terraced vineyard up to 2 feet above grade.
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VINE TRIMMER
2 ROWS
STANDARD FEATURES

  Heavy duty modular frame construction
  Vertical breakaway system to protect the trimmer
and tractor
 Flow limiter for motor controls
 "State of the Art" hydraulic motors to insure long life
 Smooth, thin line blade transmission for easy
movement through the foliage
 Rigid deflectors so cut material is thrown away from
the operator
 Wide range of adjustments for setting trimmers to
operator's exact requirements
 Strong, but lightweight and easy to operate
 Blades turn at 2200 R.P.M., ensures clean cane ends,
which dry and seal neatly to reduce the risk of disease
 Machine runs smooth and quiet, with no vibration
 Equipped with electro-hydraulic joystick controls for
precise trimmer adjustments
 High speed stainless steel blades, self cleaning and
never need sharpening
 Hydraulic cylinders are fitted with load/hold check
valves for safety in case a hose fails
 Trimmers come with all hoses, fittings & JIC couplers

Maximum spread width in
terracing position

Trims both flat land and
terraced vineyards

SPECIAL FEATURES

  Designed to mount on tractors with front mounted
Cat. 2, 3-point hitch makes for a stronger mount and
easy mounting and removing for the tractor
  Trimmer has a built in oil cooler system to prevent
tractor oil overheating
 Unique parallelogram linkage to hydraulically adjust
row width from 6 to 10 feet
 The new linkage system now gives total visibility
 The cutting heads will raise independently 2 feet
above grade for terraced vineyards

Trimmer closed in transport
positioning 8 feet overall width
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Order Code

Model
Number
0143 0000 1700 2640 P3200X

Description

Weight

2 Row Vine Trimmer

1760#

Specifications Subject To Change Without Notice
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